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ABSTRACT

Like What You See?
The Influence of Program Assortment Organization
and Viewing Motivation on Video-on-Demand Consumption
by
Boram Nam

Advisor: Stephen Gould, PhD

This research investigates the effect of program assortment organization and consumers’ viewing
motivation on Video-on-Demand (VOD) consumption. In doing so, we examine the formation
of viewers’ choice set and product interests in the context of the largely unexplored VOD
marketplace. Specifically, we test the interaction between program assortment organization and
the specificity of consumers’ motivation toward content for viewing on VOD to show that the
size of choice set increases when program assortment is organized by content (genre) vs. a noncontent specific alternative (recommendation) among consumers with an activity-focused (vs.
content-focused) viewing motivation. We also provide preliminary evidence that consumer
choice uncertainty mediates this process. Accordingly, this research contributes new insights to
the consumer behavior, motivation, digital retail management, and media marketing literatures.
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Contribution
In this work, we propose a conceptual framework to explain how the interplay of
program assortment organization and viewing motivation can influence viewing consumption in
the VOD context. Our contribution is four-fold. First, we provide evidence of a new construct,
viewing motivation, to the motivation literature in the context of VOD consumption, and provide
evidence that viewing motivation can be classified according to content specificity. Second, we
provide evidence of how product assortment organization functions in the VOD marketplace act
as an interaction with viewing motivation. In particular, we provide a counterintuitive account of
non-content specific viewing motivation that increases site engagement and potential
consumption by focusing on the activity of viewing (as opposed to the content itself). Third, we
provide evidence that choice certainty is the process mediator of the relationship among viewing
motivation, assortment organization and VOD consumption. Finally, we provide an implication
for binge watching behavior through understanding the drivers of viewing consumption in the
increasingly popular VOD marketplace. Important practitioner implications include: increasing
user engagement, reducing bounce rate, retaining content-seeking viewers as well as recruiting
non-content focused viewers to a content-centric marketplace.

1

Introduction

Consumers have access to many mediums of entertainment, and that access is drastically
changing the way entertainment marketplaces function. Americans’ daily media consumption
(i.e. consuming media from devices, television and smartTV) is fast increasing, from six hours in
2015 to seven hours in 2016 and much of this is due to subscription to Video-on-Demand
(VOD). VOD services increased from 42% of Americans in 2015 to 50% of Americans in 2016
(Nielsen Media rating 2016) and as of the end of 2016, it is estimated that approximately 76.1
million households have access to VOD services in the U.S. This VOD consumption increase
has also brought about and made popular the viewing of multiple episodes of a program in a
short period of time, also known as binge watching (Schweidel and Moe 2016). In a recent
Netflix survey of viewers’ preferences, 73% of US viewers and 90% of US Millennials report
having binge watched recently (Deloitte’s 11th edition ‘Digital Democracy Survey’ 2016), and
61% of participants reported binge watching two to three episodes of the same serialized content
in one sitting regularly (Harris Interactive Survey 2013). Netflix, the largest VOD service
providers in the United States, claims that binge watching is the new normal and as many as 73%
of their subscribers perceive this activity positively (Harris Interactive Survey 2013; New York
Times 2016). With such a substantial market opportunity, it is a critical time for consumer
researchers to examine and understand how television viewing behavior is formed and
influenced.
There are various factors contributing to increased television consumption, particularly
through the development of a VOD marketplace, including the benefits of autonomous
viewership, as viewers enjoy control over the entertainment medium (Ruggiero 2000; Williams
2

et al. 1988), and the availability of and accessibility to a variety of program contents (Jenner
2015; Pittman and Sheehan 2015). Consumer television program consumption has shifted from
watching one program episode per week from national TV broadcasters to autonomously
choosing just about any television program from multiple sources for any number of episodes at
any time (Schweidel and Moe 2016). Critical support behind this emergence is the content
production and acquisition strategy of service providers who emphasize size of library and
variety of program assortment as a key differentiator, and by releasing a variety of programs in
their entirety, consumers can have access to all of the episodes to watch at their discretion (i.e.
releasing the entire season of 13 episodes in one day; House of Cards, Netflix).
Assortment size can provide competitive advantages by increasing customer satisfaction
and purchase likelihood (Oppewal and Koelemeijer 2005; Broniarczyk and Griffin 2014;
Chernev 2006; Chang 2011; Bansal et al. 2004; Koo 2006; Borle et al. 2005; Dhar et al. 2001).
However, studies also show that consumers’ purchase likelihood may be negatively impacted by
too much variety, where increased attributes and alternatives in large product assortments may
increase choice overload and discourage consumers by decreasing confidence (Iyengar and
Lepper 2000; Chernev 2003; Townsend and Kahn 2013; Huffman and Kahn 1998; Broniarczyk
and Griffin 2014; Broniarczyk and Hoyer 2010; Lett 2012). Large assortment sizing is a critical
consumer engagement strategy that VOD providers have historically employed (Alba et al.
1997). To increase viewers’ satisfaction with a variety of contents, service providers maximize
the size of their contents offering; however, this same effort is also saturating the VOD
marketplace creating an ecosystem with too many program options for viewers to choose from.
As of 2016, Amazon Prime Video offered 18,405 movies and 1,981 TV shows in the US, while
Netflix stocked 4,563 movies and 2,445 series (Barclays Research 2016). VOD service
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providers are investing millions to understand what increases site traffic and what causes
decreases in site visitor bounce rate1; for instance, Netflix alone is estimated to spend $6 billion
in 2017 in the production of original films and television series in an effort to attract new
customers and retain existing ones (Barclays Research 2016). However, while program
assortment size is fast increasing in the marketplace, VOD viewers are actually spending double
the browsing time (eighteen minutes) before making a selection and watching fewer programs
compared to cable viewers (Reelgood and Learndipity Data Insight 2017).
With assortment size increases, assortment organization is more important than ever.
Extant literature shows that the way products are presented is more influential on purchase
decision and consumer preferences than assortment itself (Simonson 1999). To resolve product
overload and improve consumer satisfaction, prior studies have investigated solutions for
organizing and displaying product assortment to enhance purchase behavior (i.e. filtering,
subcategories, types of categories; Diehl, Herpen and Lamberton 2015; Chang 2011 and
Mogilner et al. 2008). In this work, we look beyond product variety and product assortment size
to zero in on program assortment organization as a common merchandising component. VOD
assortment organization is of particular interest to marketing practitioners. To organize
programs more effectively, one of the leading VOD service providers even granted a $1 million
prize to any outside engineer who could construct a more effective program recommendation
algorithm for viewers, making available past user consumption data (Netflix Prize 2009).
Through the better design of the assortment, marketers aim to increase traffic, consumption

1

bounce rate: an industrial term to describe a rate of visitors navigating away from the site after
viewing only a page.
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volume and consumers’ engagement within the website, especially when viewers have access to
an increasing number of website choice (Menon and Kahn 2002).
Relevant to our investigation and its substantive implication is the ample work on choice
set construction. Marketers organize a variety of assortments to increase consumers’ choice set
(Parra and Ruiz 2009), which is generalized in the literature as a selected group of options
consumers consider buying (Kim, Shin and Han 2014; Rotveit and Olsen 2008; Punj and Moore
2007) after browsing available product assortments (Shocker, Ben-Akina, Boccara and
Nedungadi 1991; Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990). Importantly, studies show that increased
consideration set size predicts increased consumption (Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990; Nedungadi
1990; Rortveit and Olsen 2008), suggesting that the choice set, selected from a consideration set
of product assortment, can positively influence consumption. Accordingly, our work
investigates the impacts of assortment organization on viewers’ choice sets as an important
measure; VOD is a special marketplace where program interests and choice sets explain viewing
consumption (e.g. how many programs do you see that you want to watch from this platform?).
More explicitly, we expect that the number of programs a consumer desires to watch from a
VOD platform indicates potential viewing consumption and interests in service subscription.
For these reasons, we present a highly relevant investigation of our research on how
product organization in a VOD context serves an impactful role in VOD consumption behavior.
We ask, apart from having a large selection of available programs, how does program assortment
organization influence viewers’ consumption behavior in VOD? In the current work, we present
evidence that the content-specificity of the organizational category serves as an important factor.
General practice in VOD is to present an assortment of programs organized in genre-specific or
recommendation-oriented format to help consumers make decisions and increase consumer
5

engagement (Thaler, Sunstein and Balz 2008) by allowing consumers to screen choices when
viewing assortment (Morales, Kahn, McAlister and Broniarczyk 2005). This dichotomy of genre
(content-specific category) and recommendation (non-content specific category) is impactful in
how consumers navigate VOD options. We define genre as a product assortment organization
format that presents programs by its specific attributes and recommendation as an organization
format that present programs by curated categories. In particular, we propose that viewers’
motivation for watching VOD programming is an important moderator of the function of genre
and recommendation formatting. Accordingly, we draw on the goals and motivation literature to
describe how and why this is the case.
Consumers pursue goals with a focus on outcomes (Bagozzi & Dholakia 1999) and
extant literature shows that consumption outcome of product assortment navigation is closely
linked to consumption motivation (e.g. hedonic or utilitarian focus, attribute vs. benefit-focused
shopping goals; Lamberton and Diehl 2013; Diehl, Herpen, and Lamberton 2015; Mogilner,
Rudnick and Iyengar 2008) as the way product assortments are organized (i.e. category labels)
can help consumers find products to reach their consumption goals (Lett 2012; Dhar et al. 2001;
Mogilner et al. 2008). Importantly, previous studies show that consumers’ motivation to achieve
desired benefits through consumption can influence the formation of their choice set (Paulssen
and Bagozzi 2005; Chakravarti and Janiszewski 2003). Relevant to the focus of this research,
studies show that when a product assortment is categorized by anticipated consumption goals, it
provides more meaning to communicate benefits among the assortment (Geskens, Goedertier,
Weijters and Geuens 2011). Additionally, studies show that specificity of goals can influence
motivation in consumption. While goals with higher specificity have more defined end-state
objective (i.e. losing five pounds), goals with less specificity have greater level of ambiguity (i.e.
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do your best to lose weight; Wallace and Etkin 2017); we apply this to understanding the VOD
marketplace, where consumers exhibit viewing motivations that are more or less content specific.
In the current work, we expect that consumers who are more content-specific in their viewing
motivation to exhibit increased focus on contents and consumers who are less content-specific to
exhibit increased focus on activity of viewing. Accordingly, we define activity focused
motivation as choosing to view television for components of general viewing experience (i.e.
relaxation, entertainment) instead of focusing on specific contents and content focused
motivation as viewing television for the actual components of the program (i.e. storyline, genres,
characters, and the look and feel of the content itself).
Ample research in viewing motivation show that consumers watch television with
motivations representative of low or high content-specificity (i.e. to pass time or to watch a
favorite show; Rubin 1983; 1984), but researchers have not yet examined how contentspecificity in viewing motivation can impact how consumers navigate VOD assortment and
consume its product. A related study on website browsing behavior shows that browsing with a
less specific objective (decreased content-specificity of motivation) increases purchase intention
(Schlosser 2003). Therefore, we propose and test a conceptual framework to introduce a new
construct, viewing motivation and, demonstrate that content-specificity of a consumer’s viewing
motivation moderates the effect of program assortment organization on formation of consumers’
choice set: we show that consumers who are less content-specific in their viewing motivation
(i.e. motivated by the activity of viewing as opposed to particular content) are particularly
responsive to program assortments that are more content-specific in their organizational structure
(i.e. genre). Accordingly, the current work conceptualizes viewing motivation as a key
component of the function of program assortment organization.

7

In explaining this interaction between assortment organization and motivation for VOD,
we demonstrate the mediating role of choice uncertainty, as product assortment organization is
shown to influence choice certainty among consumers (Geskens et al. 2011; Chang 2011),
particularly when assortment is large (Boyd and Bahn 2009); large product selections can
increase choice uncertainty (Chang 2011; Iyengar and Lepper 2000; Chernev 2006), negatively
impacting purchase behavior. These findings suggest that choice uncertainty can inhibit choice
and consumption, therefore, finding ways to reduce it is an important marketing consideration.
Uncertainty can be reduced by organizing the product assortment (i.e. organizing products
horizontally (vs. vertically) enhances processing; Deng, Kahn Unnava and Lee 2016).
Uncertainty can also be reduced when consumers feel like goals are being met by products
(MacInnis and De Mello 2005). Thus, we propose that the interaction of assortment
organization and viewing motivation influences choice certainty during browsing; specifically,
program assortments that are not organized to support viewing motivation increases uncertainty
about choices during browsing, and in the absence of content-specificity for viewing motivation,
consumers rely on specificity of program assortment organization to boost certainty during
browsing.
Our research contributes to building further on the effects of product assortment
organization of large size on consumption behavior by extending it to the yet unexplored VOD
market. Additionally, we propose a specific motivation construct for entertainment
consumption and provide a counter intuitive consumption outcome. Furthermore, we provide
evidence that choice certainty is a mediator that explain the effects of the relationship between
program assortment organization and the viewing motivation focus on choice set formation.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. We provide a conceptual framework to explain
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the role of content-specificity of product assortment organization and viewing motivation, and
mediating role of choice certainty, on choice set formation among VOD consumers. Then, we
present our formal hypotheses and provide empirical support with results from four experiments.
A discussion of market implications and future research follows.
Table 1: Distinction between Content-focused and Activity-focused Motivation
Theory
Goal specificity

Content-focused
high focus on specific
contents

Activity-focused
low focus on specific
contents

Experiential
Consumption

- consumption of
contents
- focus on narratives

- experiential aspect of
consumption
- focus on viewing
experience

Uses &
Gratification:

- content specific
- storyline, character

- activity specific
- entertainment
- habitual viewing

Attribute vs.
Benefit

characteristics and
attributes of contents

solution and benefits
sought from viewing

Figure 1: The effects of program assortment organization and viewing motivation focus on choice set
formation through choice certainty.
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Conceptual Framework
Product assortment organization in the marketplace has gained significant research
interests for influencing consumer behavior. Organized assortments increase consumption
through perceived variety (Hoch, Bradlow and Wansink 1999; Chang 2011), increased choice
certainty (Deng, Kahn, Unnava and Lee 2016), and increased satisfaction (Mogilner et al. 2008)
particularly when assortment size is large (Kahn and Wansink 2004). Products can be organized
by brands, types or product tiers (e.g. quality or pricing; Hoch, Bradlow and Wansink 1999;
Simonson, Nowlis and Lemon 1993), by product attributes or alternatives (e.g. complement vs.
supplement), and by attributes and benefits (Lamberton & Diehl; Huffman and Kahn 1998;
Greenleaf and Lehmann 1997; Diehl et al. 2015). And the way they are organized can influence
purchase behavior (e.g. willingness to make a choice); for example, organizing products with
textual and visual description (vs. textual only) increases consumption volume (Townsend and
Kahn 2014). Specific to the current work, the way product assortments are organized in the
digital marketplace (i.e. product information accessible through content categories) assists
consumers during browsing in order to find more options that match their needs (Parra and Ruiz
2009; Roberts and Lattin 1991; Punj and Moore 2007). Research in choice architecture also
suggests that product organization serves as an important tool for channeling particular
information to consumers. More so because consumers may also focus more on product options
they ‘happen to observe’ (e.g. items on the shelf) and form a preference around it to buy more
from such observed options, rather than browsing the entire selection (Simonson 1999).
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Product Specificity in Organizational Structure
Curating product options to smaller product categories can positively enhance
consumption (Kahn et al. 2014) and organizing products by smaller sets of key attributes
highlighted by meanings (vs. presenting the entire selection of attributes) can positively enhance
consumers’ choice behavior (Lett 2012).
In terms of organizational specificity, a broad stream of research has investigated the role
of benefit-based vs. attribute-based organization. Organizing by benefits vs. attributes of
products leads to greater satisfaction in consumption choices regardless of its being the top or the
lower ranked choice because it reduces preference for any particular product (Lamberton and
Diehl 2013). While prior studies show that benefit-based organization is more strategic for
marketers (Haley 1968; Kotler 2002; Lamberton & Diehl 2013) by highlighting the benefits
consumers would gain from the consumption (consumer-centric; Hand 2009), attribute-based
category labeling can increase consumer satisfaction by identifying distinguishable product
attributes from categories (Mogilner, Rudnick and Iyengar 2008). Ample literature shows that
products can be organized by attributes that identify the products (Huffman and Kahn 1998) and
characterize specific features of the product (i.e. program details; Hernandez, Wright and
Rodrigues 2015; Wu, Day and MacKay 1988). Organizing by attribute vs. benefit is also linked
with concrete, specific (low-level construal) vs. abstract, general (high-level construal) way of
organization (Liberman, Sagristano and Trope 2002; Lamberton and Diehl 2013). Considered
together, the findings support the notion that product assortment organization can be more or less
product specific and that specificity can influence consumption behavior. For this reason, we
propose a conceptualization of the function of VOD program assortment organization, which
operates on a continuum of content-related specificity.
11

Content Related Product Specificity in VOD Assortment Organization
In VOD context, program assortments are generally organized by genre vs.
recommendation format (Haubl and Murray 2003; Lett 2012). Genre-organized VOD
assortments yield organizational categories that communicate content-specific attributes (e.g.
Romance). Alternatively, recommendation-organized assortments offer information regarding
product benefits that are less related to or even void of content information (e.g. ‘Award
Winning’). Therefore, in this research, we investigate VOD assortment organization in terms of
content-specificity, where program options are organized by two common and distinct categories
(genres vs. recommendation), which represent high vs. low levels of content specificity. Genre
is a product category, signaling key content attributes to viewers, and viewers are shown to make
program selections based on the offered qualities that are distinguishable (Bielby and Harrington
2004). This suggests that genre-based organization provides higher specificity regarding
program contents compared to recommendation as recommendation organized format serves as a
tool to provide a list of curated program contents or options based on calculating consumers’
preferences on product attributes (Haubl and Murray 2003; Lett 2012). Taken together, these
findings suggest that the level of product specificity differs between genre-based vs.
recommendation-based organization; genre organization presents more specific product (content)
attributes and recommendation is more abstract with less specific product (content) information.
Classifying VOD organizational content specificity by genre

In the case of VOD

industry, the products are defined by its contents – and literature suggests that organizing by
genre provides a meaning, key description and identity of the plot (e.g. storyline, purpose,
expected values from program contents) that viewers understand (Bielby and Harrington 2004;
Stern and Russell 2004). Recent work suggests that VOD consumption may increase when
12

program assortment is organized by selective sub-set groups that provide additional information
about the content (e.g. filtering option, selective visibility of programs per category options
compared to random presentation; Abreu, Almeida and Teles 2014). This finding supports the
notion that higher content-specificity of assortment organization (i.e. by genre) is more effective
than lower specificity (i.e. by recommendation) in encouraging user engagement. Importantly
for serialized television programs, genre provides a link between the program and the viewers
(Stern and Russell 2004). Television genre is shown to be the most important criteria when
deciding what to watch on television when viewer does not have a specific idea of what program
to watch (Abreu, Almeida and Teles 2014), suggesting that those with less focus on product
attribute (low content specificity) would find genre as a helpful navigation tool and be able to
have better expectation of what they are getting. Accordingly, we expect that organizing
program assortments by its identifiable genre types allows viewers to process expected
characteristic of program options because genre-based organization provide higher content
specificity to consumers.
Classifying VOD organizational non-content specificity by recommendation
Increased size of product selections offered in digital marketplace has complicated many
purchase decisions (Lajos, Chattopadhyay and Sengupta 2009). Half of generation Z and
millennials use some form of recommendation system to choose new a television program (e.g.
social network, friends; Deloitte’s 11th edition ‘Digital Democracy Survey’ 2016). Therefore,
given the growth of the recommendation system as a powerful tool in consumption, there has
been a growing interest in researching this decision-aid. Research suggests that a curated
recommendation system by a service provider increases customer loyalty and revenue (e.g.
movie recommendation services; Ansari, Essegaier and Kohli 2000). With increasing number of
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available titles, viewers may not know how to make the decision with the highest value (HennigThurau, Marchand and Marx 2012) and a recommendation system can help with decision making
and increase consumption volume especially in large assortment size (Diehl, Kornish, Lynch
2003; Fleder and Hosanagar 2009). Additionally, previous studies suggest that reviews or
others’ recommendation of movies may increase choice certainty among viewers (He & Bond
2013; Gershoff and West 1998 via Broniarczyk and Griffin 2014). Considered together,
consumers “like receiving a guidance from experts and from those with similar social and
demographic background” to make a purchase decision (Broniarczyk and West 2001), and they
are willing to make a purchase decision based on a recommendation offered by a digital
recommendation system. However, decision making through recommendations curated by
marketers can also decrease viewers’ confidence related to their chosen products as the
recommended products may not offer information of what they are looking for (Lamberton,
Naylor and Haws 2013; Broniarczyk and Griffin 2014). Importantly, an organizational structure
that lacks product specificity may be exceptionally ineffective for consumers that lack product
specificity in their motivations to consume. Moreover, unlike genre, recommendation categories
do not organize programs by content attributes that signal content-specificity to consumers; and
in the content-centric VOD marketplace, that may function negatively among those who need
content information to guide their choices.
What we’ve provided thus far is an account of the role and function of assortment
organization for consumption in VOD context, and how the information provided by
organizational categories can assist consumers in making choices. Further, we’ve identified that
the operational role of assortment organization in the VOD marketplace is related to contentspecificity where organization can be more or less specific to the content offerings of the
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products. In sum, VOD program assortment organization is impactful on choice set formation.
And in understanding the role of motivation in the navigation of product assortment, we
conceptualize VOD-specific motivations in the next section.

Role of Content-Specificity in Television Viewing Motivation
When product assortment is organized congruent with consumption goals, it increases
consumer satisfaction and allows consumers to find desired choice options (Morales, Kahn,
McAlister and Broniarczyk 2005). With the understanding that an organizational category will
likely appeal only to a consumer for which the category meaning fulfills their consumption
desires, we expect that the function of VOD organization is explicitly linked to consumers’
viewing goals and motivation, and specifically to motivational emphasis on content.
Motivation is defined as the driver of a consumption behavior (Ryan & Deci 2000) and
accordingly, we expect that viewing motivation plays an important role in how VOD consumers
find their desired content while browsing from a large assortment of programs. Consumption
motivation can be attributes-based or benefits-based (Robertson and Kassarjian 1991;
Lamberton and Diehl 2013). Consumers seek products based on attributes they are seeking or
the benefits they can experience from consuming the products, influencing their choice behavior
(Osselaer and Janiszewski 2011). Of particular relevance to informing our theorizing, while
attributes (vs. benefit) provide more specific product information, benefit-based motivation
focuses more on results from consuming or purchasing the product (i.e. experience gained by
watching a television program; Hernandez, Wright and Rodrigues 2015; Wu, Day and MacKay
1988). Attribute vs. benefit-focused motivation is rooted in the construal level theory where
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attributes are associated with specific, concrete-level emphasizes on details and benefits are
associated with general, abstract-level emphasizes on end results and values (Hernandez,
Wright, Rodrigues 2015; Lamberton and Diehl 2013). Similarly, television viewing can be
construed at high or low level, where high level with why aspect (i.e. watching to relieve stress;
activity-focused) is associated with general meaning of the activity while the low level with how
aspect is associated with specifics of the activity (i.e. finding funny illustration; content-focused;
Kim et al. 2013). Drawing upon these findings, we expect that viewing motivation can be more
or less specific in regards to the desire to view program.
Relatedly, goal specificity has been described as focusing on specific object in the
consumption (i.e. specific amount of money to save, Ülkümen and Cheema 2001; and specific
emotion valence predicting behavioral outcome, Rucker and Petty 2008) as opposed to having
more of an ambiguous goal. Prior studies show that having more defined and specific focus on
goals may help consumers reach their goal (i.e. lose five pounds), but having low goal specificity
can increase the outcome (i.e. lose more than just five pounds) by helping consumers perceive
the objective as more attainable (Ülkümen and Cheema 2011) and positive (Choi and Fishbach
2011). The presented research findings suggest that VOD consumers who are less contentspecific in their motivation to consume VOD may become more engaged or find more programs
to watch compared to those with high content specificity. As the VOD marketplace is heavily
content-centric, we propose that goals and motivation to view VOD are content-driven.
In the current work, as we investigate the VOD marketplace, our conceptualization of the
classification and role of viewing motivation is with the assumption that the consumption goal is
to find a program to watch. Viewers may be focused more on contents (high content specificity)
such as storyline and characters or more on the activity of viewing (low content specificity) such
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as relaxation and entertainment. Similar to the construal theory literature, where abstract
mindset is more general and concrete mindset is more specific (Trope, Liberman and Wakslak
2007; Trope and Liberman 2003), we are proposing that viewing motivation is of a mindset
nature, where high content-specificity is akin to the function of a concrete mindset and low
content-specificity is akin to an abstract mindset. Importantly, the distinction is that viewing
motivation is context specific and not a mindset, as it is only active until the goal (program
choice) is met and it is program goal specific. For this reason, we argue that content-specificity
of viewing motivation is distinctly different from construal level mindset.
Of further distinction for viewing motivation is the nature of the content experience that
is a driving force in content-specific motivation. Previous studies show that viewing motivation
can be categorized to represent different gratifications viewers seek: seeking information,
relaxation, entertainment, arousal, social interaction, companionship, escape, time consumption
and specific program content (Greenberg, 1974; A. Rubin 1979, 1981, 1983). On one hand,
individuals who watch television for non-content specific reasons (i.e. the activity of passing
time) are more likely to watch greater quantity of television programming than those who focus
on programming contents by spending more time watching (Rubin 1981). On the other hand,
engaging with the storyline of a program is shown as a key variable increasing viewing
consumption (Conway and Rubin 1991; Wirth et al. 2007) by gratifying their needs for contents.
These related studies also suggest that the television viewing motivation can be more or less
content-driven. Industrial reports have also cited viewing motivation as being categorized as
either high in content specificity (engagement with the storyline or aesthetics) or low in content
specificity (e.g. activity-oriented, arousal or relaxation; Harris Interactive Survey 2014; TiVo
Survey 2015). While this work acknowledges that motivation types are not mutually exclusive
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as individuals may not have just one isolated motivation but a set of needs and motivations
which influence their viewing consumption, we investigate the phenomenon by delineating a low
vs. high content-specificity in motivation.
Early research on viewers’ motivations for television viewing was described as seeking
gratification from the uses of television (e.g. viewing TV contents), and has been used to explain
attitude and behavior related consequences of television uses, such as amount of viewing,
affinity with television and reality perception (Rubin 1981, 1983; Bantz 1982). Of particular
interest to our research, Rubin (1983; 1984) and Bantz (1982) raised an important question about
the differences between television viewers and investigated the difference among users of
television as a medium vs. users of television content to understand the needs and expectations of
viewers (1983; 1984). Two types of viewers were identified. One type of viewer is described as
those watching television out of habit and to pass the time and for entertainment (ritualized
viewing), with a focus on a medium (television) without any distinct program preferences. The
second type of viewer is described as those watching television to seek information and learn
(instrumental viewing), emphasizing contents of television – in contrast to the habitual viewers.
This work is the first to suggest a distinction between viewers’ motivation toward the activity
itself vs. the program contents and further supports our theorizing about an important distinction
between viewing motivation with low content specificity (using television for the general activity
of it) and viewing motivation with high content specificity (using television for specific
components of television).
While TV viewing is about consuming contents (Rubin 1981; 1983), it’s also about the
consumption experience (Argo, Zhu and Dahl 2008). A study of on-line consumption behavior
shows that purchase intention depends on what consumers seek through their consumption
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(aesthetic experience; more freely browsing the website vs. specific information; searching for
specific information); consumers instructed to browse to look at whatever seemed entertaining
(low content specificity) exhibited positive brand attitude and purchase intention to a greater
degree compared to those who were instructed to find specific item on the same website (high
content specificity; Schlosser 2003). Drawing upon these related findings, in this work, we
expect that high content-specificity of viewing motivation lends a content-focused consumer,
where storylines and characters are salient. On the other hand, we expect that low contentspecificity of viewing motivation lends an activity-focused consumer, where entertaining and
relaxing viewing are more salient. Viewers may exhibit consumption motivation void of content
orientation (i.e. watching to pass time, seek pleasure or entertainment) or be entirely content
focused (i.e. following a storyline, characters, specific contents)
In the marketplace, VOD service providers have become content-centric with large
selection of product offerings. But, in terms of product appeal, some viewers may be more
content-focused in their reasons to visit the VOD site while some may be seeking a more activity
driven experience. This would not only impact the types of programs a viewer may select, but
the number of programs one might find of interest during browsing (e.g. choice set) and stay
engaged on the VOD platform. And, importantly, product assortment organization serves a key
function in this domain; when browsing program options, the organization of those options can
be complimentary to the consumers’ motivation or not. Therefore, in the following sections, we
further dissect and distinguish viewing motivation as depicting a low vs. high content specificity,
as consumers maybe more focused on one vs. the other in the context of VOD program selection
and consumption.
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Low Motivational Content-Specificity: Activity-focused viewers
We define activity focused motivation as searching for programs with the general
viewing experience in mind (i.e. relaxation, entertainment; low content-specificity). Among the
motivation variables presented by uses and gratification theory (Rubin 1981), some clear activity
themes that are low in content specificity emerged: viewing as a habit (i.e. to pass time), viewing
for companionship (i.e. to feel less lonely), viewing for arousal (i.e. thrilling and exciting),
viewing for relaxation, viewing to learn, viewing for entertainment, viewing for escape and
viewing for social interaction.
Viewers have been observed to watch television for the general personal experience of an
activity (i.e. hedonism seeking through viewing for arousal), not specifically associated with a
particular program's content (Oliver and Raney 2011). The investigators found that while these
motivational variables were interrelated, the strongest positive relationship with viewing level
was observed with the motivation to pass time, an example of viewing motivation with low
content specificity. Similar to his previous finding in 1981, Rubin (1983) presents
interrelationships among viewing motivations exist except for between habitual viewing
(activity-focused) vs. information seeking (content-focused). He further suggests that habitual
viewing increases viewing consumption (measured in hours of watching television) more so than
information-seeking. Relatedly, a recent exploratory study on binge watching motivation
suggests that passing time (low content specificity) is one important predictor for increased
consumption (Sung, Kang, Lee 2015).
We find further support in experiential consumption literature to conceptualize the
activity-focused viewing motivation. A stream of research in experiential consumption has
investigated the focus consumers put on the experiential aspect of hedonic consumption (i.e.
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movie, leisure, entertainment, TV; Addis and Holbrook 2001; Yang, Mao and Peracchio 2012)
as a response to consuming the product/services (Caru Cova 2003; Addis and Holbrook 2001;
Holbrook and Hirschman 1982), eliciting pleasurable emotions such as enjoyment (Argo, Zhu
and Dahl 2008). Some consumers focus on the intangible experiential aspect of consumption
(i.e. enjoyment and fun; Holbrook and Hirschman 1982) and obtaining benefits associated with
the consumption (i.e. escape from the reality, entertainment, sensation; Pine and Gilmore 1999;
Triantafillidou and Siomkos 2014; Arnould, Price and Zinkhan 2002). Benefits from
consumption or a purchase (Hernandez, Wright and Rodrigues 2015) are described as solutions
that consumers seek from the consumption of the product itself (Wu, Day, MacKay 1988).
Related studies on benefit-based motivation also support the conceptualization of activityfocused motivation when content-specificity is low; benefit-focused shopping objective lowers
preference strength for specific items (Lamberton and Diehl 2013), suggesting low specificity on
particular product.
Choi and Fishbach (2011) shows that focusing on making a choice without a specific
consumption goal on mind (experiential choice) increases interests in selecting products (i.e.
vacation package) to a greater degree through increased mental resources and feeling positive
from the experiential choice process compared to those who focused on a product specific
consumption goal (i.e. choosing with specific list of their needs; instrumental choice). Relatedly,
Wallace and Etkin (2017) shows that focusing on the initial state (i.e. do your best to lose
weight) compared to having high goal specificity (i.e. losing five pounds or consuming particular
contents) were motivated to achieve greater outcome when goal progress is perceived to be low
because those with specific goals wouldn’t go beyond achieving their end-state goal, supporting
the notion that those who are content-focused (high content-specificity) would have limited
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choice set from the VOD compared to those who are activity-focused (lower content-specificity)
and are not limited to specific content offerings. This all suggests that focusing on an
experiential aspect of consumption where the motivation in activity-focused and less specific to
product (the content) can increase the desire to consume to a greater degree in a VOD context.
In sum, studies suggest that viewers who are activity-focused; having low contentspecificity in their viewing motivation seek more of abstract and experiential aspect of television
viewing than particular contents or components of programming. Accordingly, activity-focused
viewers are theorized to respond more to and benefit from an organization type that describe
specific meanings and plots of program offerings (content specificity) and signals what the
activity outcome will be (i.e. fear through thriller genre). In other words, we expect that activityfocused viewers are more likely to fulfill the viewing goal through genre organization of
program assortments and form a larger choice set, an indication for greater viewing
consumption.

High Motivational Content-Specificity: Content–focused viewers
While studies on activity-focused motivation in uses and gratification literature and goalspecificity suggest that identifying with activity-focused motivation (i.e. to pass time, to
entertain) and having low content specificity increase viewing consumption to greater extent than
content-focused motivation (high content specificity), a related stream of studies suggest a
different story. In the current work, content focused motivation is defined as seeking programs
with content in mind and viewing television for the actual components of the program (i.e.
storyline, genres, characters, and the look and feel of the content itself; high content specificity).
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Previous studies also indicate that content-focused motivation is a distinct structure from
activity-focused motivation, as this type of viewer is more likely to watch television to gratify
their needs to see specific contents and favorite shows (Greenberg 1974; Rubin 1981, 1983;
Barton 2009; Pittman and Sheehan 2015).
We find further support to conceptualize the content-focused motivation in a body of
work rooted in the theory of narrative transportation (Green and Brock 2000; Green et al. 2004;
Escalas aet al. 2004; Green 2004; Busselle and Bilandzic 2009; Green et al. 2008). Narrative
transportation is defined as consumption of the story by the receivers (e.g. viewers) and
characters and plot are among important antecedents of narrative transportation (Laer et al.
2014). And narrative transportation is described as a process where viewers mentally enter (are
transported into) a narrative world and become cognitively and emotionally engaged with a
story, so much so that one may even lose track of time (Green and Brock 2000; 2002). Previous
studies show that the more deeply a viewer is transported to the narrative world of a particular
content, enjoyment of watching such television increases (Green et al. 2004); purchase intentions
increases (Laer et al. 2014); and feelings toward story characters intensifies (Green and Brock
2000). Additionally, being transported into narratives (e.g. stories from television programs) is a
major goal for viewers and a critical component of the viewing experience, supporting the
important role of contents in viewing motivation (Green et al. 2004). Transportation theory
conceptually supports the proposed function of the content-focused viewing motivation where
desire for the attributes/characteristics of contents (i.e. characters, storyline) increase contentfocused motivation. The importance of narrative transportation has also been highlighted in the
marketplace where popular cult and fandom are formed following particular contents (i.e.
Arrested Development; Jenner 2015) and service providers emphasize their deliverable narrative
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(i.e. increased original series productions originally only by HBO but now by Netflix, Hulu and
Amazon as well). Additionally, a recent study by Netflix demonstrates that viewers’ increased
viewing consumption is influenced by different stories of television programming (2016).
Content-focused viewing motivation can also be characterized as having an attributefocused objective (Hernandez, Wright and Rodrigues 2015). Attributes are described as
‘intrinsic properties and characteristics attached to a product that are measurable and
observable (Lancaster 1971),’ product features and characteristics (Wu, Day and MacKay 1988;
Lamberton and Diehl 2013). Relatedly, Pittman and Sheehan (2015) present a novel finding on
the role of contents in viewing behavior, where a strong desire for particular contents (i.e. sexual
and violent contents) and focus on content attributes (i.e. storyline and characters) increases
viewing consumption. Additionally, analysis of the observational data by Schweidel and Moe
suggests that focusing on contents increases viewing consumption (2016). While high contentspecificity can increase viewing consumption, it may also decrease the overall consumption
outcome as consumers may not look consume more than specific range of contents they desire.
Relevant to this research on increased consumption, prior studies suggest that viewer’s
familiarity with specific genre increases likelihood of choosing the same type of story repeatedly
(Laer et al. 2014). Building on these connected evidence informs our theorizing that contentfocused (high content-specificity) are more informed about program attributes, have increased
motivation for particular contents of their desire through a more defined end-state (i.e. finding
specific content offerings), and thus, are more likely to find their favorite types of programming
rather than browse the entire assortment selection. Consequently, we anticipate that the choice
set size of content-focused (high content-specificity) viewers may be limited by not selecting
beyond their specific content interests regardless of browsing from either genre or
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recommendation organization compared to activity-focused viewers (low content-specificity)
whose choice set is not limited by specific contents.
Interaction of VOD Assortment Organization and Viewing Motivation Focus
Program assortment organization (genre vs. recommendation) will appeal to consumers
for which the category fulfills their viewing motivation (Morales, Kahn, McAlister and
Broniarczyk 2005): activity-focused (low content-specificity) vs. content-focused (high contentspecificity). The caveat is that in content-driven VOD context, when content specificity is low
(activity-focused), consumers need to increase specificity through VOD assortment organization.
Consumers with low content specificity are more likely to focus on the initial state than more
specifically defined end state, driving their activity-focused motivation (Wallace and Etkin
2017). Accordingly, we look to the function of content-specificity in program assortment
organization to theorize that high (vs. low) content-specificity of organizational categories
represents more content-defined end state (i.e. content-specific genre organization vs. noncontent specific recommendation). As a result, content specific program organization (genre)
boosts choice set among viewers (activity-focused) who lack content specific viewing motivation
because activity-focused viewers will be driven towards to an organizational structure by high
content specificity to fulfill their viewing goal. For content-focused viewers, we expect that the
product assortment organization will not have significant impact on formation of the choice set
compared to the activity-focused because those who are more focused on specific program
attributes will seek contents they desire, less affected by the way program assortments are
organized. In the next section, we strengthen our understanding of the effects of program
assortment organization and motivation focus on the choice set by examining the mediating role
of choice uncertainty to explain the process.
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Mediating Role of Choice Certainty
During the program browsing process, viewers may exhibit a degree of certainty about
their choices, given the alignment between assortment, organization, and viewing motivation.
Certainty is described as ‘the degree of confidence in one’s decision’ (Kiani and Shadlen 2009)
and a prior study refers to confidence and certainty interchangeably in examining its impact on
consumer behavior (Broniarczyk and Griffin 2014). Accordingly, we refer to viewers’ choice
certainty and confidence related to formation of their choice set in the same way.
In this work, the interaction between viewing motivation and assortment organization is
proposed to work through the mediating role of choice certainty. Extant literature in consumer
choices show that different product organization elicits varying levels of certainty and that
increased certainty from a choice-set positively enhances the consequent purchase behavior
(Geskens, Goedertier, Weijters and Geuens 2011; Chang 2011; Chernev 2006). For example,
increased level of uncertainty about available products increases purchase difficulty
(Broniarczyk and Griffin 2014) and decreases purchasing likelihood (Greenleaf and Lehmann
1997). Prior studies suggest that large assortments reduce uncertainty of browsing (e.g. viewing
all available options) and increase consumers’ certainty by choosing from large set of available
choices (Boyd and Bahn 2009). However, other studies question the effectiveness of having
large product selections; consumers experience greater uncertainty regarding what choice
alternatives to choose from a large product selection (Chang 2011; Iyengar and Lepper 2000;
Chernev 2006).
Importantly for this work, prior studies show that there is a link between certainty and the
way products are organized. When consumers are less certain about product preferences, they
may choose one of each available option (e.g. categories), consequently increasing their
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consumption (Chernev 2008; Kahn et al. 2014). Consumers unfamiliar with product attributes
(i.e. specific type of programs to choose) are more likely to experience preference uncertainty
(Broniarczyk and Griffin 2014). And having a defined set of attributes for product choice
increases confidence, positively enhancing consumption behavior when assortment is large
(Chernev 2003), suggesting that higher content specificity can increase choice certainty among
viewers. Additionally, choice uncertainty is reduced among novices when product assortment is
organized by goal-based labeling (Geskens, Goedertier, Weijters and Geuens 2011). Considered
together, these findings suggest that those who have low content-specificity (e.g. plot, characters,
genre) may feel more uncertain when browsing and would benefit from an assortment
organization that offers programs by genre-based organization, providing higher content
specificity.
To summarize, the organizational content specificity of program assortment (genre vs
recommendation) and viewing motivation (activity vs. content) interact to impact viewing
consumption behavior, particularly, in the formation of choice set in the VOD context, through
the process of choice uncertainty. Specifically, we expect that genre organization (programs
organized by content identity and meaning) elicits greater choice certainty among those without
specific focus on product attributes (activity-focused viewers) compared to recommendation
organization (programs organized by service providers’ curated categories). In contrast, we
expect that recommendation organization of programs will increase uncertainty among activityfocused viewers because the way programs are organized does not provide identifiable product
description, an ingredient necessary to help activity-focused to browse and choose.
Consequently, increased uncertainty results in reduced size of choice set among activity-focused
viewers. Importantly, in this work, recommendation organization is operationalized as a non-
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diagnostic category rather than a calculated algorithm based on personal viewing history and
preferences.
Moreover, Wallace and Etkin (2017) provide an explanatory account to support the role
of uncertainty in motivational specificity. The authors propose that high goal specificity yields
higher loss aversion; we propose that such a context would make uncertainty salient (i.e.
avoiding uncertainty of content choices) among those who have high motivational content
specificity (content-focused viewers), and thus reduce the viewers’ choice set through the
avoidance of risk. In the case of VOD, this means that content-focused motivation (high
motivational content specificity) yields smaller choice set than activity-focused motivation (low
motivational content specificity) through the process of higher level of uncertainty.
We formally hypothesize,
H1: Program assortments in VOD organized by genre (vs. recommendation) increases
(vs. decreases) the size of choice set among activity-focused viewers (low contentspecificity) but not among content-focused viewers (high content specificity).
H2: Program assortments in VOD organized by genre (vs. recommendation) increases
(vs. decreases) the size of choice set as a result of increased (vs. decreased) choice
certainty among activity-focused viewers (low motivational content specificity) but not
among content-focused viewers (low motivational content specificity).
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Overview of Studies
We support hypotheses 1 and 2 in a series of one pretest and four experiments. Pretest
and Study 1 establish that viewing motivation is a viable theoretical construct and individual
difference. Study 2, 3 and 4 provide evidence of the moderating role of viewing motivation.
Study 4 further examines viewers’ consumption behavior when assortment organization is made
more salient (genre vs. recommendation) and rules out an alternative explanation for attributes
vs. benefits-focused motivation.
A pretest and Study 1 were conducted to establish a reliable measurement for viewing
motivation types and to provide preliminary supporting evidence for our instrument and
proposed motivation effects. Existing viewing motivation variables were adapted from Rubin
(1981; 1983) and tested as being categorized as either content vs. activity focused motivation.
Results show that consumers identified content (vs. activity) -focused items as they were
intended in our construction. The findings from Study 1 show effects of self-identified
motivation (content vs. activity-focused) on various content and activity related motivation
variables. Following this match up and to examine a moderating role of motivation focus on the
effects of program assortment organization, Study 2, 3 and 4 were conducted in simulated VOD
context. The findings from five studies support our theorizing and hypotheses. First, the
motivation focus (content vs. activity) measurements are identified by others as anticipated.
Second, when programs are organized by genre (high content specificity), those who are activityfocused (low content-specificity) find greater number of programs desired to watch (choice set),
indicating potential consumption and interests in offerings on the VOD platform.
While viewers’ consumption was measured in hours spent watching television in earlier
works (Rubin 1981; 1983; 1984; Bantz 1982), consumption in recent studies was measured in
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number of episodes of the series and frequency of binge watching (Pittman and Sheehan 2015;
Schweidel and Moe 2016). This change of measurement is attributed to evolved media
consumption environment where viewers now have increased selectivity to choose types and
quantity of contents and time and place to watch television programs (Ruggiero 2000; Schweidel
and Moe 2016). Pittman and Sheehan (2015) also show most viewers binge watch through
Netflix (one of the most widely known VOD platform) where viewers choose titles and number
of episodes to consume. Therefore, in this study, choice set is decomposed to two consumption
choices viewers make in their viewing session; number of titles viewers watch multiple episodes
of and number of episodes consumed in each viewing session.

Pretest
The purpose of this exploratory test was to create an instrument to measure viewing
motivation type. Measurement items were adapted from Rubin (1981; 1983) and Green and
Brook (2002); as well as several modified content-focused statements from Pittman and Sheehan
(2015) (Refer to Appendix A). Participants were given definitions of content vs activity focus
and asked to categorize the items as such.
Method
Participants and Design
One hundred U.S. participants, 18 or older, from Amazon Mechanical Turk participated
for a small cash payment (48 female, 47.5%, Mage = 36.58, SD=11.02). One participant who did
not complete the survey was excluded from the sample leaving 99 participants for analysis.
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Participants evaluated 58 statements in total; 28 activity-focused motivation statements and 30
content-focused motivation statements (see appendix A).
Procedure
Once participants consented to the survey, they received a definition for motivation types.
Activity-focused motivation was described as “the general personal experience of watching
television as an activity, not specifically associated with a particular program's
content.” Content-focused was described as “the actual components of the program (i.e.
storyline, genres, characters, the look and feel of the content itself).” Then, participants were
asked to characterize components as content or activity focus (7 point scale, 1=content-focused,
7=activity-focused) with each statement, “In thinking about motivations to view television
programming, we would like you to characterize the extent to which each statement is 'content
focused' or 'activity focused.' I watch television because...” The list of content and activityfocused viewing motivation statements were randomized to each participant.
Once the rating task was complete, the participants answered a few questions about their
viewing attitudes and behavior. Participants self-reported on the average number of episodes
they watch in one sitting. After reading a description of binge watching as “’Binge-watching' is
defined as viewing multiple episodes of television programming in one sitting,” they rated their
self-perception of their own bingeing behavior “Think about your TV viewing in general. To
what extent do you consider yourself a binge watcher?” in a 7-point scale (1 = Not at all, 7 =
Very much). Participants also characterized their perception of binge watching (1 = negative,
not acceptable, not relaxing and 7 = positive, acceptable, relaxing). To investigate viewers’
viewing motivation further, an open-ended question “what motivates you to watch TV” was
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asked. Additional open -ended question was asked to gain more insights on viewing motivation
“Think about a recent experience you had watching multiple episodes of a television show in one
sitting. Please identify the reasons why you watched more than one episode.” Finally, they
answered questions about their demographic information and were thanked for their
participation.
Results and Discussion
To test if the items were loaded as intended under the two motivation types, a
confirmatory factor analysis was conducted by extracting two factors using the Principle
Component Analysis and Varimax Rotation. Most items loaded strongly (factor loading greater
than .49) on to one of the two factors (F1 explains 32.17% variance and F2 explains 14.75%
variance). All items that had relatively weak loading (<.5) were identified as having potentially
ambiguous language and could have been interpreted variably, thus these items were dropped
from further use in the research. Total twenty seven items loaded on F1 (α=.90), identified as
content-focused motivations (high content-specificity) and the rest, twenty one, items clearly
loaded under activity-focused (low content-specificity) motivation (α=.96). The specific items
are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2

Content-focused items
I like romantic programming.

Activity-focused items
It gives me something to do to occupy
.659 my time.

I like comedic programming.
.635
I like to get ideas for life, work, home
improvement, etc.

.656
It is thrilling.

.584

I like documentary programming.
I like action programming.

.590

It makes me feel less lonely.

.294
It peps me up.

.615

.474

It is something to do when friends
.746 come over.

.529

I like to derive useful information from the
It relaxes me.
.629
programs.

.687

I like to collect information from the
programs.

.715

It allows me to unwind.
.568

I like adventure programming.

It is enjoyable.
.641

I like crime programming.

.543
It amuses me.

.707
Because I like drama programming.

.522
W hen I have nothing better to do.

.817
Because I like fantasy programming.
Because I like thriller programming.

.676
Just because it's there.

.728

.675

W hen there is no one else to talk to or
.797 be with.

.683

W hen I want to watch my favorite
programs.

.725

So I don't have to be alone.
.658

W hen there is something on a program I
want to see.

So I can forget about school, work or
.720 other things.

.803

Because I like to watch certain shows.

So I can get away from what I'm doing.
.821

.767

Because I like romantic comedy
programming.

So I can get away from the rest of the
.770 family or others.

.701

Because I like mystery programming.

It passes the time away, particularly
.823 when I'm bored.

.793

Because I like to see particular actors and
celebrities.

It is a habit, just something to do.
.665

I like horror programming.

.697
It is a pleasant rest.

.699
I like to imagine myself as part of the
story.

.795
I just like to watch.

.671

I like getting involved in the storyline.

.743
It entertains me.

.729
I like to learn about the characters from
the program.

.756

I tend to get hyper-interested in particular
topics covered by the program.

.743

I enjoy seeing costumes and scenery in
the program.

.754

I like to picture myself in the scene of the
events in the program.

.581

I get mentally involved in the story of the
program while watching it.

.747

.539

I want to learn how the story ends.
.824
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This exploratory pretest also yielded interesting insights in understanding the content
specificity of viewing motivations. Summary of the open-ended responses on why they watch
television suggested additional affect and arousal-related and content-focused motivation
variables. These additional statements were combined with existing list to enhance the
measurement (see Appendix A under “Additions from Pretest 1”).
In sum, this pretest provides a validity of the chosen measurements for viewing
motivation by demonstrating that consumers identify each viewing motivation variable as
initially identified. Thus, the list of viewing motivation variables are further modified based on
the results to be tested its effect on consumers’ viewing behavior in the next study (see Appendix
A). This pretest is the progress toward supporting our hypotheses and provides contribution to
our theorizing of viewing motivation.

Study 1
In this study, we set out to test the effect of self-identified motivation types (content vs.
activity) on various viewing motivation variables by asking consumers to rate their general
motivations for viewing VOD to provide evidence that content (vs. activity)-focused motivation
increases participants’ viewing needs with high (vs. low) content-specificity.
Method
Participants and Design
The study was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk, where two hundred and ten
participants were recruited for $2.00 compensation in exchange for completing the survey. After
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excluding those who did not pass attention check question, which was checking the box “for
quality control, please click 2”, and confirming those with valid qualification (Amazon ID), total
202 subjects were used for the analysis (89 female,44.1%, Mage=34, SD=10.89). The survey
consisted of total 84 activity and content-focused motivation statements, obtained from Pretest 1
and listed in Appendix A.
Procedure and Measures
To measure the link between the content vs. activity focused motivation and high vs. low
content-specific items, participants were asked to rate their agreement with viewing motivation
statements “Please rate your agreement with each statement below for the reasons why you
watch television. I watch television because....” (1 = Not at all and 7 = Exactly). The list
included 41 activity-focused statements (i.e. I watch television because it relaxes me, entertains
me, fun, exciting) and 44 content-focused statements (i.e. I watch television because I get
mentally involved in the storyline, I want to learn how the story ends). After rating total 85
statements, participants read a description of content and activity focused motivations (Contentfocused: the actual components of the program (i.e. storyline, genres, characters, the look and
feel of the content itself); Activity-focused: the general personal experience of watching
television as an activity, not specifically associated with a particular program's content) and were
asked to report their general viewing motivation with the question “To what extent do you
consider the primary reason you watch television to be content-focused vs. activity-focused?” on
a 7-point scale (1 = content-focused and 7 = activity-focused). This self-reported viewing
motivation was used as a primary independent variable to examine its effect on response to the
viewing motivation variables (activity and content-focused) and on viewing behaviors (viewing
consumption and choice).
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To measure general consumption behavior, participants also responded to the open-ended
question, “In last one month, how many different television programs did you watch?” To
measure participants viewing motivation, open-ended questions on viewing and binge watching
motivation were asked, where participants reported their own answers in paragraphs “Please tell
us about why you watch TV,” “Think about a recent experience you had watching multiple
episodes of television programming in one sitting (it could be multiple programs or the same
series). Please describe the reasons.” Participants then reported their general viewing choice
“When you watch multiple episodes of television programming, how often are you watching
episodes from the same series?” using a scale from rarely (1) to frequently (7). Finally,
participants answered general demographic questions and were thanked for their participation
with an instruction to claim their participation fees.
Results and Discussion
In order to distinguish the effect of activity vs. content motivation on viewers’ viewing
behavior, we categorized items based on the item scale obtained from the initial pretest and
confirmed their grouping with reliability testing. After testing for correlation between each
statement from activity and content section, total seven statements were used to establish
content-focused motivation (α=.912), describing essence of narrative transportation characteristic
(high content specificity; i.e. deeply involved and engaged with storyline and desire to learn the
end of the story). Additional content-focused motivation variable was computed with elaborated
items derived from ‘Specific Program Content’ motivation theme (Rubin 1981). This motivation
variable describes viewers’ needs for particular programs and specific components of contents
(low content specificity; i.e. watching certain shows, seeking particular celebrities or following
specific characters from contents, α=.88). For activity-focused variables, a variable representing
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habitual viewing behavior was computed (α=.731). This activity-focused theme is derived from
Rubin’s original viewing motivation construct and describes viewers’ focus on the medium (TV;
i.e. watching to pass time, resolve boredom and because it’s just there), not on the contents.
Results from linear regression show that motivation to engage with contents and focus on
specific program attributes significantly increases (β=-.220, t=-4.83, p<.000) as content-focused
motivation increases. Result also shows that motivation to use television as a medium and to
gratify activity-focused viewing motivation increases (β=.083, t=1.75, p=.08) as activity-focused
motivation increases. These results support the survey validity that the more content-driven
viewers are, the more they are motivated to engage with contents (i.e. get involved with the
storyline and specifics of contents), indicating high content-specificity and the more activitydriven viewers are, the more they are motivated to focus on general viewing activity without any
program preferences, indicating low content-specificity.
In summary, results from this study show that there exists a relationship between selfidentified viewing motivation and specific motivation types that are categorized as contentfocused and activity-focused, supporting the validity of our motivation construct. The next step
in Study 2 is to examine the moderating influence of the motivation focus on the effects of
program assortment organization on viewing consumption behavior; consumption and choice
viewers make.

Study 2
Evidence garnered from Pretest and Study 1 demonstrates that viewers’ motivation focus
can be categorized as content-focused and activity-focused. In this study, we test our first
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hypothesis that content-specificity of viewing motivation moderates the function in contentspecificity of program assortment organization in VOD context.
Method
Participants and Design
The study was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk, where two hundred participants
were recruited for $2.00 compensation in exchange for completing the survey. After excluding
those who did not pass attention check question, which was checking the box “for quality
control, please click 2”, and confirming those with valid qualification (Amazon ID), total one
hundred-ninety-eight subjects were used for the analysis (103 women, 52%, Mage=36.67,
SD=11.27).
Stimuli
Participants saw a fictional VOD website (bestTV) with programs assorted by genre (high
organizational content specificity) vs. recommendation (low organizational content specificity).
The program assortments were composed with foreign television programs from Asia and
Europe to reduce any familiarity bias from browsing popular American shows. On each
webpage, programs options were organized in horizontal manner per each genre and
recommendation category to keep the overall presentation look similar to other major VOD
platforms in the market (e.g. Amazon prime, Netflix and Hulu). Participants had access to
program title and one image. The webpage was presented only as a still image of the website
with number of programs displayed (four titles per categories and total four categories – total
sixteen available to browse and choose from: Refer to Appendix B). Participants saw the same
screen of titles and images, with only the organizational categories varying (genre vs.
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recommendation). Importantly in this work, genre category was operationalized with randomly
chosen genres from popular VOD services (e.g. action, comedy, drama and thrillers). Senecal
and Nantel (2002) suggest three broad categories of online recommendation sources: other
consumers (e.g. operationalized as Trending Now, Most Popular in this work), human experts
(e.g. operationalized as Staff Picks in this work) and expert system (recommender system, which
we didn’t include as we don’t have participants’ actual personal data/history to create such).
Therefore, this this study, the low-content specific organizational format was operationalized
with non-diagnostic type of recommendation categories curated by service providers (e.g.
recommended by fans, staff picks, critically acclaimed and trending now) unlike those based on
actual personal histories or preferences.
Participants were randomly selected for exposure to one of the two scenarios about
watching television on bestTV to activate either content or activity-focused motivation.
Scenario language is as follows:
Content focused: As you evaluate the bestTV video streaming service today, imagine that
you are seeking a program with interesting storylines and/or characters.
Activity focused: As you evaluate the bestTV video streaming service today, imagine that
you are seeking to have an entertaining, fun and/or relaxing viewing experience.

Procedure and Measures
As a cover story, participants were informed that bestTV is in the beta-stage and need to
gather consumers’ feedback before the official launch. First, participants received a scenario
where they were instructed to imagine either to focus on finding a program with a storyline they
would like to see (content-focused) or to focus on enjoying television viewing experience
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(activity-focused). Then they were instructed to view one program organization stimulus (either
genre or recommendation) for three minutes to fully understand the program offering displayed.
Participants were reminded of their viewing focus and program assortment organization category
two more times each to help answer related questions throughout the survey.
The primary dependent variable measuring participants’ choice set was self-reported by
“Please estimate how many programs you would expect to find on this website that you would
enjoy watching.” Estimated viewing consumption from a single session, “how many episodes of
a single program do you expect to watch in a row” and estimated time spent using the service,
“on average, how much time do you think you would spend streaming video contents from
bestTV” were also self-reported. To measure potential covariates influencing participants’
consumption behavior, their perception of variety “how much variety do you think this website
offers (1= very little, 7=a lot), “ease of navigation “how easy would it be to navigate this
website,” and of the overall organization “how organized is the program selection on this
website (1= very disorganized, 7=very organized)” were asked in a 7-point scale the effects of
participants’ general viewing motivation. Participants’ level of engagement with browsing the
webpage was measured with four items adapted from User Engagement Scale on a scale of 7
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree); “I felt discouraged while browsing.” “I felt interested
while browsing the television programs,” “The screen layout of the website is visually
appealing,” “I was so involved in my browsing that I lost track of time.”
Individual differences in viewing consumption were further measured with two items.
“how many different television programs have you watched in the past one month” and “the
average number of episodes I watch in one sitting” were self-reported. Additionally,
participants rated “In general, when you watch multiple episodes of television programming,
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how often are you watching episodes from the same series” in a 7-point scale (1=rarely,
7=frequently) to examine the relationship between their general viewing motivation focus and
viewing consumption behavior. Importantly, participants reported their general viewing
motivation with the question “To what extent do you consider the primary reason you watch
television to be content-focused vs. activity-focused?” on a 7-point scale (1 = content-focused
and 7 = activity-focused). Participants completed the survey by answering demographic related
questions and were thanked for their participation in the study with an instruction to claim their
participation fees.
Results and Discussion
One-way ANOVA was calculated to confirm the manipulation of content specificity as
high (genre) vs. low (recommendation) worked as intended; as expected, those who browsed
genre (vs. recommendation) remembered corresponding sub-categories (F(1,196)=469.48,
p<.005; variable coded 0 and 1). Additionally, one-way ANOVA showed that those who were
primed with content-focused motivation focused on specific of content offering (e.g. storyline)
compared to those who were in activity-focused motivation (F(1,196)=44.8, p<.005, M_content =
5.20, M_activity = 3.49).
The 2 x 2 ANOVA on number of episodes desired to watch per each viewing session did
not reveal any significant relationship between the way programs were organized and
participants’ viewing focus. However, as expected, the 2 x 2 ANOVA yielded a significant
interaction between the way programs are organized and viewers’ viewing motivation. The
analysis showed that size of choice set among activity-focused viewers was higher for genre
format compared to by recommendation (F(1,196)=8.23, p<.05; M_genre_activity = 17.86,
M_recomm_activity = 8.86; M_genre_content = 9.55, M_recomm_content = 14.37). In support of H1, a contrast
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analysis revealed that activity (vs. content)-focused viewers browsing genre (vs.
recommendation) organization exhibited a significantly greater choice set than the other three
conditions; (Genre: F(1,196)=5.96, p<.05; Recommendation: F(1,196)=2.6, p>.1; activity:
F(1,196)=6.94, p<.005; content: F(1,196)=2.02, p>.1).
Number of programs desired to watch
17.8654
14.3774

p<.005

p<.05

9.5532

8.8696
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Activity
Genre
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Figure 2

The results also show that there is no significant difference between browsing genre vs.
recommendation organization among content-focused viewers (p>.1), which supports our
theorizing that the choice set size of viewers with high content-specificity motivation is less
likely to increase when browsing in content specific organization (genre) compared to those with
low content-specificity. Here, after testing for skewness and finding positive skewness for both
self-reported number of titles and number of episodes, the variables were log-transformed to
better fit the normal distribution.
In summary, results from this study show that there is a significant moderating influence
of viewing motivation on the organizational content specificity of program assortment. Our
results show that choice set is boosted for activity-focused viewers (low content specificity), who
browsed genre-based organization (high organizational content specificity). Extant literature
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supports that choice set reflects potential consumption volume, thus this result implies greater
viewing consumption among activity-focused viewers when programs are organized by high
organizational content specificity (genre). Based on these findings, we suggest that VOD
marketers need to consider this behavioral difference between the two types of viewers to
maximize their return (e.g. increase engagement, interests in product assortments, reduce bounce
rate) on their video streaming services.
An alternative explanation could be that our fictional VOD site did not provide enough
program information for choice making, and that content-focused viewers did not have the
content related information needed to select programs. In the following study, we propose a
deeper examination in a more realistic setting. When viewers navigate the actual VOD
interfaces and have simulated browsing experience, they are presented with a more complex
organization of program assortments than the one-dimensional version presented in Study 2. In
the next study, we provide an interactive site where consumers have the option to browse and
navigate through all available titles by clicking through different options of programs and view
detail page for each program. Additionally, we aim to provide process level support for the
observed effect. We further investigate a driving mechanism that helps explain the significant
difference in choice set between activity (low content-specificity) vs. content-focused (high
content-specificity) viewers by examining a mediating role of choice certainty in Study 3.
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Study 3
In this study, we further support Hypothesis 1 and test our second hypothesis, that choice
certainty mediates the effect of assortment organization and motivation presented in Study 2.
Method
Participants and Design
The study was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk, where two hundred and ten
participants were recruited for $2.00 compensation in exchange for completing the survey. After
excluding those who did not passtt attention check question, which was checking the box “for
quality control, please click 6”, and confirming those with valid qualification (Amazon ID), total
two hundred and three subjects were used for the analysis (79 female, 38.9%, Mage=31.64,
SD=7.70).
Stimuli
In order to facilitate an actual browsing experience for participants and examine the
effects of product assortment organization, two website formats (genre and recommendation)
were developed for this study. Both websites had the same number of available programs
displayed in the same place (e.g. same row) and the only difference between the two is the labels
of organization (genre or recommendation). Similar to Study 2, genre organization was
operationalized as highly content specific with popular genre categories (e.g. action, comedy,
melodrama, romance) and recommendation organization was operationalized as non-content
specific with the same non-diagnostic categories from Study 2 (e.g. new releases, most viewed,
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fan favorite, exclusive collection). There were total eight categories for each website and fifty
titles per each category (total four hundred programs available to browse and choose from).
The overall design of the website was kept simple; solid color background, drop-down
menu for available genre vs. recommendation categories and vertically listed available categories
(Refer to Appendix B). For each category, available titles were organized horizontally, in the
same way as Study 2. In order to reduce potential cognitive overload by browsing four hundred
titles, we designed the process of website navigation into three hierarchical-level structure (Chau,
Au and Tam 2000). At level one, viewers see the homepage with all available categories broadly
(genre vs. recommendation), then at level two, viewers can browse individual items per each
category by clicking on any category name and finally at level three, viewers can click on each
program to see a detail page introducing characters and brief synopsis. Additionally, an arrow
function was added by the side of each category on the homepage to help with browsing. All of
these were explained to each participant prior to website browsing. Importantly, we ensured that
participants have the same kind of browsing experience by allowing only those participants using
laptop or desktop; browsing from a mobile or tablet may reduce website presentation
consistency.
Additionally, participants were randomly selected for exposure to one of the two
instructions as to what they need to focus on when browsing program assortments on the bestTV
website to activate either content or activity-focused motivation.
Instruction language was as follows:
Content focused: bestTV offers a variety of television programs with well-developed
storylines, plots and characters. As you browse and evaluate the service today, focus on
finding television programs that you would watch.
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Activity focused: bestTV offers a variety of entertaining, fun and exciting viewing
experiences. As you browse and evaluate the service today, focus on enjoying the
viewing activity of streaming videos that you would watch.

Procedures and Measures
As a cover story, participants were informed that bestTV is a new video streaming service
that is preparing to launch in the U.S and need consumer’s careful evaluation before the official
launch. First, participants received one of the two randomly distributed instruction to activate
either content-focused or activity-focused motivation. Then they were instructed to click on an
URL to browse bestTV for minimum of three minutes; the website was organized on the screen
either by genre or by recommendation, depending on the organization condition. They were
instructed to leave the browser open to help answer the related questions throughout the survey.
In order to boost the motivation focus among participants, a writing task was given to describe
either “specific types of programs or storyline you want to watch on bestTV ,” or about “kind of
viewing experience you wish to have through viewing on bestTV” depending on their initial
motivation focus instruction received earlier. Once they were done browsing, they self-reported
three choice set related dependent variables; “On bestTV, there are about 300 television
programs available for viewing. Please estimate how many programs you would like to watch
from this website,” “Think about program options you have on bestTV. Of the programs you
might choose to watch, how many episodes would you watch in one sitting?,” and “on average,
how much time do you think you would spend streaming video contents from bestTV.”
In order to measure a mediating role of choice certainty, participants reported certainty
and confidence measure on a 7-point scale, “During my browsing experience on bestTV, I
felt…,” (1=uncertain, 7=certain) and “How confident would you feel about choosing an enjoyable
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program from bestTV?” (1=not confident at all, 7=very confident). Additionally, “While
browsing bestTV today, were you able to find enough program options that you would consider
watching?” (1=not enough for me, 7=enough for me) was asked to measure browsing behavior.
To rule out potential alternative explanations that could explain the impact of product assortment
organization, participants reported perceptions of variety “In your opinion, how much variety of
program contents do you think bestTV offers?” (1=very little, 7=a lot), organization “How
helpful did you find the organization of programs on bestTV?” (1=not at all, 7=very much), and
ease of navigation, “In your opinion, how easy is it to navigate this website?” (1=not easy at all,
7=very easy) on a 7-point scale. We also measured familiarity with program assortments as a
potential covariate, “How familiar are you with the programs presented on the website?” (1=not
at all, 7=very much). Participants’ level of engagement with browsing the webpage was
measured with four items on a scale of 7 (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree); “I felt
discouraged while browsing.” “I felt interested while browsing the television programs,” “The
screen layout of the website is visually appealing,” and “I was so involved in my browsing that I
lost track of time.”
Individual differences in viewing behavior were further measured on a 7-point scale;
“How would you describe your general behavior when choosing a program to watch?”
(1=consider several options before making a choice, 7=go straight into my favorite), “In general,
how much do you like to watch foreign television programming?” (1=not much, 7=very much).
Importantly, participants reported their general viewing motivation with a question “To what
extent do you consider the primary reason you watch television to be content-focused vs.
activity-focused?” on a 7-point scale (1 = content-focused and 7 = activity-focused). This selfreported viewing motivation was used as an independent variable to examine its effect on
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response to participants’ general viewing behavior. In order to measure viewing consumption in
general, “Thinking about your general television viewing behavior, how many episodes of a
television program, on average, do you watch in one sitting?,” was self-reported and “When you
watch multiple episodes of television programming, how often are you watching episodes from
the same series?” was measured on a 7-point scale (1=rarely, 7=always). Participants completed
the survey by answering demographic related questions and were thanked for their participation
in the study with an instruction to claim their participation fees.
Results and Discussion
One-way ANOVA was calculated to confirm the manipulation of content specificity as
high (genre) vs. low (recommendation) worked as intended; as expected, those who browsed
genre (vs. recommendation) remembered genre-specific categories (vs. recommendation)
significantly more than recommendation (vs. genre) categories (F (1,201)=596.98, p<.005;
variable coded 0 and 1). Additionally, one-way ANOVA showed that those primed with
content-focused (vs. activity-focused) motivation focused more on content-specific (e.g.
storyline) items (F (1,201)=8.11, p<.005; M_content = 5.37; M_genre_content = 4.73).
In support of Hypothesis 1, the 2 x 2 ANOVA yielded a marginally significant interaction
demonstrating that genre based organization increased choice set to a greater extent among
activity-focused (motivation with low content-specificity) viewers but not among contentfocused (motivation with high content-specificity) viewers (F(1,201)=4, p=.09; M_genre_activity =
27.88, M_recomm_activity = 14.96; M_genre_content = 18.02, M_recomm_content = 14.96). A contrast
analysis further revealed that it was activity-focused viewers (low content specificity) browsing
genre organization driving the interaction, as the other three conditions do not yield a significant
difference in choice set size from one another (Genre: F(1,201)=2.23, p=.137, Recommendation:
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F(1,201)=.721, p>.3; Activity: F(1,201)=13.24, p<.005; Content: F(1,201)=1.39, p>.1). In
further support of H1, a contrast analysis on “were you able to find enough program options you
would consider watching” shows that those who were activity-focused found more titles to
consider watching when browsing genre (vs. recommendation) compared to content-focused
viewers (F(1,201)=3.4, p=.067; M_genre_activity = 5.45, M_recomm_activity = 4.11; M_genre_content = 4.94,
M_recomm_content = 4.53).

Number of titles desired to watch
27.8824
18.0208

p<.005

16.3061

14.9636

Content

Activity
Genre

Recomm

Figure 3

Additionally, the 2 x 2 ANOVA on number of episodes desired to watch per viewing
session further support H1; those who are activity-focused and browsing genre-organization
exhibit greater consumption level while there is no significant difference of consumption among
content-focused viewers (F(1,201)=4, p<.05; M_genre_activity = 4.90, M_recommendation_activity = 3.87;
M_genre_content = 4.29, M_recommendation_content = 4.42). Here, after testing for skewness and finding
positive skewness for both self-reported number of titles and episodes, they were logtransformed to better fit the normal distribution. Together, these findings on choice set suggest
that browsing genre (high organizational content-specificity) increases potential consumption
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and interests in program offerings on VOD platform among activity-focused viewers (high
motivational content-specificity).
In order to examine the effects of the choice certainty in support of Hypothesis 2, Hayes’
process macro (model 8) was employed. Two items (choice confidence and choice certainty)
were combined together as viewers’ choice certainty – “I felt confident about finding a program
to enjoy watching on bestTV” and “I felt certain during browsing on bestTV.” An exploratory
factor analysis was conducted using the Principle Component Analysis and Varimax Rotation
and both variables loaded strongly to one factor (explaining 85.36% variance). Reliability test
also supported for its combined fit (α=.94). This analysis was done to test whether choice
certainty mediates the effects of genre (vs. recommendation) program organization on choice set
depending on their motivation focus.
The results yielded significant moderated mediation on viewers’ desire to watch more
number of titles on bestTV (index of moderated mediation: SE .035, 95% CI -.1265, -.0078).
The conditional indirect effects of program assortment organization on viewers’ choice set
(number of titles desired to watch) was significant where their choice certainty successfully
mediated the effects of browsing genre organization (indicated by negative coefficient, genre
coded = -1, recommendation = +1). In support of our prediction, this effect was only significant
among activity-focused viewers (Activity = effect:-.0653, 95% CI: -.1185, -.0252 vs. Content =
effect: -.0054, 95% CI: -.0436, .033).
Additionally, Hayes’ process macro (model 8) was also employed to further support H2
prediction on the number of episodes expected to watch. The results yielded significant
moderated mediation (index of moderated mediation: SE .0113, 95% CI -.0475, -.0019). The
conditional indirect effects of program assortment organization on viewers’ choice set (number
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of episodes expected to watch) was significant where their choice certainty successfully
mediated the effects of browsing genre organization (indicated by negative coefficient, genre
coded = -1, recommendation = +1). As expected, this effect was only significant among activityfocused viewers (Activity = effect:-.0196, 95% CI: -.0425, -.0053 vs. Content = effect: -.0016,
95% CI: -.0135, .0107). The two significant moderated mediation results support H2 and
indicate that browsing genre elicited greater choice certainty among activity-focused viewers,
increasing the size of choice set.
Building on the extant literature, this study identifies viewing motivation focus as a key
factor moderating the effect of product assortment organization on formation of choice set. Data
obtained from one Pretest and three experiments lend support for the proposed theory. For
activity focused vs. content focused, genre organization elicited greater choice certainty and
yielded larger choice set. Furthermore, the mediating effect of choice certainty supports our
theorizing that greater certainty is experienced when programs are organized by genre (programs
identified by its meaning) among those who were activity-focused motivation and less likely
focused on specific product attributes (e.g. characters or storyline), which in turn, increased
choice set to a greater extent, indicating greater viewing consumption and interest in product
offering.
An alternative explanation could be that participants are browsing and selecting desired
number of programs without thoroughly going through each organization category (contentspecific in genre vs. non-content specific in recommendation) and that they are focusing on
attributes of programs vs. benefits obtained from viewing instead content-specific (contentfocused) and non-content specific (activity-focused) motivation. Thus, in Study 4, we aim to
boost category salience and confirm the effects of content-specific organization (genre) and to
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rule out an alternative explanation that attributes vs. benefits can explain the effects on choice set
formation among viewers.

Study 4
In this study, we further support Hypothesis 1 by demonstrating the robust effects of the
organizational content-specificity (genre) on choice set formation by boosting the salience of
categories; specifically, viewers are instructed to select as many desired programs as they wish
from each available category.
Method
Participants and Design
The study was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk, where two hundred participants
were recruited for $1.50 compensation in exchange for completing the survey. After excluding
those who did not pass attention check question, which was checking the box “for quality
control, please select ‘strongly agree’”, those who did not follow instructions properly, and
confirming those with valid qualification (Amazon ID), total one hundred eighty-seven subjects
were used for the analysis (77 female, 41.2%, Mage=34.17, SD=10.17).
Stimuli
The same stimulus from Study 3 was further strengthened by additional features (i.e.
rating information and number of participants to rate each program) based on participants’
feedback from Study 3. We expect the upgraded websites to enhance the browsing simulation
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better. Consistent with Study 3, we encouraged participants to use laptop or desktop to
participate in the study to ensure the browsing experience of the website consistent among the
participants.
Similar to Study 3, participants were randomly selected for exposure to one of the two
instructions as to what they need to focus on when browsing program assortments on bestTV to
activate either content or activity-focused motivation. Importantly, to enhance the content vs.
activity-focused motivation activation, an additional writing task for each condition was added
before receiving one of the two instructions.
language is as follows:
Content focused: We are interested in learning about content features, such as storylines,
characters and plots that you generally enjoy from television programs. Please describe
your desired content features. In order of preference, list the top five content features you
seek in television programs.
Activity focused: We are interested in learning about viewing experiences, such as
entertainment, relaxation and excitement that you generally enjoy from streaming videos.
Please describe your desired viewing experiences. In order of preference, list the top five
viewing experiences you seek from viewing television programs.

Additionally, instruction to activate content vs. activity focused motivation was more refined
emulating the wording styles of attribute vs. benefit instruction from Lamberton and Diehl
(2013).
Instruction language is as follows:
Content focused: bestTV offers a variety of television programs with well-developed
storylines, plots and characters. Next, you will see the bestTV website. Focus on finding
programs, offering content features you would enjoy.
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Activity focused: bestTV offers a variety of entertaining, relaxing and exciting viewing
experiences. Next, you will see the bestTV website. Focus on finding programs, offering
viewing experiences you would enjoy.

Procedures and Measures
As a cover story, participants were informed that bestTV is a new video streaming service
that is preparing to launch in the U.S and need consumer’s careful evaluation before the official
launch. First, participants received one of the two randomly distributed focus boost and an
instruction to activate either content-focused (high content specificity) or activity-focused (low
content specificity) motivation. Then they were instructed to click on an URL to browse bestTV
for minimum of three minutes; the website was organized on the screen either by genre or by
recommendation, depending on the organization condition (the same website stimuli from Study
3). They were instructed to leave the browser open to help answer the related questions
throughout the survey. Once they were done browsing, they self-reported three choice set related
dependent variables; “On bestTV, there are about 300 television programs available for viewing.
Please estimate how many programs you would like to watch from this website,” “Think about
program options you have on bestTV. Of the programs you might choose to watch, how many
episodes would you watch in one sitting?,” and “Now go back to bestTV website and choose as
many programs as you would like to watch from each program category,” where participants
were instructed to number of desired programs for each category (total eight per website) on the
website they were viewing (either genre vs. recommendation organization).
In order to measure a link between attribute vs. benefit focus of television viewing and
content vs. activity-focused motivation, attribute and benefit measures were reported on a 7-point
scale, “When focusing on browsing bestTV, how much did you think about program attributes
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such as synopses and characters in selecting enjoyable programs?”, “When focusing on
browsing bestTV, how much did you think about benefits you would gain by having a satisfying
and enjoyable viewing experience?”, “Before I started browsing bestTV, I knew what benefits I
was looking for from viewing videos.”, “Before I started browsing bestTV, I knew what
attributes I was looking for in television programs.” Additionally, perceived attribute vs.
benefit-focus were asked on a 7-point scale throughout the survey, “When choosing programs
from bestTV, did you focus more on? (1=the attribute of the programs, 7=benefits you would
gain by streaming the videos),” “When browsing programs on bestTV, I was focused on:
(1=attributes of programs that I would enjoy, 7= benefits from streaming videos I would
enjoy),” and “While browsing bestTV today, I was very focused on: (1=program attributes,
7=viewing benefits).”
The same measures on certainty and confidence measure were included from Study 3 to
measure the elicited confidence among participants with content vs. activity motivation focus. To
measure potential covariates influencing viewing behavior, their evaluation of the bestTV
website, “In your opinion, bestTV streaming service: is interesting, has good variety, is
organized” (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree), familiarity with program assortments, “How
familiar are you with the programs presented on the website?” (1=not at all, 7=very much), and
likelihood of joining bestTV service, “How likely are you to join the free trial subscription
service on bestTV?” (1=extremely unlikely, 7=extremely likely) were asked on a 7-point scale.
Individual differences in viewing behavior were further measured on a 7-point scale;
“When watching television, to what extent are you more attracted by…” (1= television content
vs. activity of watching television), and “How frequently do you stream television programs
through Video-On-Demand platforms?” (1=not frequently at all, 7=very frequently).
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Manipulation check measures for the motivation focus were measured on a 7-point scale,
“While browsing bestTV today, I was very focused on the:” (1=program features, 7=viewing
experience), “To what extent were you content-focused vs. activity-focused when browsing
television programs on the bestTV website?” (1 = content-focused and 7 = activity-focused), and
“When you evaluated bestTV today, how much did you focus on each of the following elements of
the offerings on its website: content features, storyline, viewing experience, streaming activity?”
(1=not very much, 7=very much). Manipulation check measures for program assortment
organization was measured, “When you evaluated bestTV today, what were some of the category
labels you remember? Choose all that apply” on a multiple choice and “Recall bestTV website
you evaluated today, please describe how the programs were categorized. Describe any category
labels that you remember” on a self-report form. Participants completed the survey by
answering demographic related questions and were thanked for their participation in the study
with an instruction to claim their participation fees.
Results and Discussion
One-way ANOVA was calculated to confirm the manipulation of content specificity as
high (genre) vs. low (recommendation) worked as intended. As expected, those who browsed
genre (vs. recommendation) remembered genre-specific categories (vs. recommendation)
significantly more than recommendation (vs. genre) categories (F (1,185)=596.98, p<.005;
variable coded 0 and 1). Additionally, 96.3% of the participants (181 out of 187 participants)
correctly described the program categories they browsed. One-way ANOVA also showed that
those primed with content-focused (vs. activity-focused) motivation focused more on program
features (vs. viewing experience) during browsing bestTV (F (1, 185)=4.18, p<.05; M_content =
3.38; M_activity = 3.96).
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In support of Hypothesis 1, the 2 x 2 ANOVA yielded a marginally significant interaction
demonstrating that genre based organization increased choice set to a greater extend among
activity-focused viewers but not among content-focused viewers when genre vs.
recommendation assortment categories was made salient among participants (F(1,185)=3.57,
p=.06; M_genre_activity = 21.1, M_recomm_activity = 14.72; M_genre_content = 15, M_recomm_content = 16.76).
A contrast analysis further revealed that genre organization boosted choice set significantly more
among activity-focused viewer (low content specificity), compared to other three conditions
(Genre: F(1,185)=5.54, p<.05, Recommendation: F(1,185)=.167, p>.5; Activity: F(1,185)=3.08,
p=.08; Content: F(1,185)=.853, p>.3). Here, after testing for skewness and finding positive
skewness for self-reported number of titles interested in watching per each category, they were
log-transformed to better fit the normal distribution. This finding on choice set lends further
support on our theorizing that browsing genre increases potential consumption on VOD platform
among activity-focused viewers (high content specificity) but not among content-focused
viewers (low content specificity). The results also suggest that those who are activity-focused
have significantly greater choice set compared to those who are content-focused when explicitly
selecting program choices from genre category.
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Number of titles desired to watch
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p=.02

p=.08
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activity

genre

recommendation

Figure 4

Thus far, this study demonstrated how browsing in program organization (genre vs.
recommendation) interplays with the viewing motivation focus of content-focused vs. activityfocused (low vs. high content-specificity) in influencing the choice set formation; specifically,
our empirical evidence shows that activity-focused viewers (low content-specificity) have
increased choice set when selecting desired programs from genre-based categories (vs.
recommendation).
While we find support in the literature of attribute vs. benefit focused motivation to help
conceptualize content vs. activity focused motivation, we expect the level of content-specificity
to characterize our unique motivation construct (content vs. activity-focused) in the VOD
context. Therefore, in this study, we rule out an alternative explanation that construal level
(attribute vs. benefit) explain our effects and show robust effects of content vs. activity
motivation focus to explain the robust effects on choice set formation. To test this, the two items
measuring participants’ focus during the browsing experience (content vs. activity; α =.838) and
the three items measuring participants’ perceived focus on attribute vs. benefit of television
viewing (α=.878) were collapsed to create a composite score. Correlation analysis was
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conducted and the result shows that increased focus on content (vs. activity) increases attributefocused (vs. benefit) perception during the browsing experience (α=.700, p<.005). This finding
supports the theoretical conceptualization we propose, that attribute vs. benefit-focused
motivation help explain the motivation focus construct of the content (high content specificity)
vs. activity (low content specificity). Additionally, we regressed the perceived attribute vs.
benefit focus (1=focused on attribute, 7=focused on benefit) on choice set consumption variable
to rule it out as an alternative explanation (p=.9). The result indicates that perceived attribute vs.
benefit-focused motivation does not explain the choice set formation and that content vs. activity
(the level of content specificity) is a robust explanation for the effects.

General Discussion
The primary goal of this research was to investigate viewing behavior within the Videoon-Demand context. To do so, we investigated formation of choice sets through a conceptual
development, supported by theories in the motivation, product assortment organization and
choice certainty literature. Building on the view that marketers with large product assortments
benefit from effectively organizing their assortments and that the VOD marketplace is contentdriven, we examined the effects of low vs. high organizational content specificity (genre vs.
recommendation) that are conventionally used in the VOD marketplace. Importantly, we
examined the role of low vs. high motivational content specificity in viewing focus (contentfocused vs. activity-focused) as a factor moderating program assortment. Results from Study 2,
3 and Study 4 demonstrated that those who are activity-focused (vs. content-focused) with low
(vs. high) content specificity have larger choice set when browsing program options in genre
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organization (vs. recommendation) where programs are organized in more content-specific
manner. Study 4 also provided robust effects of high organizational content specificity (genre)
where organization categories were made salient to participants. Importantly in Study 3, we
explained the effect we found in choice set formation through viewers’ choice certainty where
high content specific genre (vs. recommendation) based organization elicits greater choice
certainty among activity-focused viewers (low content specificity) and positively enhance choice
set but not among content-focused viewers (high content specificity). However, as expected,
choice set of those who were content-focused were not influenced by either genre or
recommendation.
Our results also provide insights to resolve current marketing issues within the VOD
market. Increasing and promoting the size of program offerings may not maximize marketers’
return on production and acquisition investments because such content-centric services may
increase choice uncertainty among certain viewers (activity-focused) and decrease their
consumption by reducing choice set and interest in product assortments available on the VOD
platform. To resolve this, our findings suggested that effective program organizations by
program identifiers specific to contents (genre) help activity-focused viewers who have low
content specificity navigate options better and increase choice set and potential consumption
through increased choice certainty. In addition to contributing to understand non-content centric
viewers, our work also provided important implications for binge watching behavior; particularly
for content-focused viewers.
A recent study on binge watching shows that engagement (i.e. with storyline of contents)
and seeking specific contents (e.g. sexual and violent contents) are key motivational factors for
watching multiple episodes of the same serialized program (Pittman and Sheehan 2015) where
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higher engagement with or interests in contents increase binge watching (frequency and
intensity). Related to this body of work, Schweidel and Moe draw on the concept of “flow
experience” to inform their theorizing on binge watching (Hoffman and Novak 1996; Schweidel
and Moe 2016). The authors explain that by immersing in viewing and through focused
concentration (experiencing flow), consumers are more likely to develop addictive consumption
behavior in online context.
Building from the view that content-focused viewers focus more on program attributes
(e.g. characters, plots, storyline) and that increased familiarity increases engagement with
contents, our findings documented in Pretest and Study 1 showed that content-focused viewers
exhibited greater engagement with contents (high content specificity). Accordingly, we expect
that binge-watching behavior is more likely to occur through a particular motivation (contentfocused). This is a part of our research contribution and an important implication for specific
consumption behavior where binge watching is an outcome.
Marketing Implications
Overall, we have synthesized our existing understanding on product assortment
organization together with our conceptual framework on viewing motivation to explain how it
influences formation of choice set in VOD context. Our findings suggest that bolstering choice
certainty can increase the size of choice set as well as potential viewing consumption among
those who may not be content-centric. Thus, by putting people in activity-focused motivation
(low content specificity) and introducing genre-formatted (high content specificity) platform can
resolve some of the issues in the VOD marketplace by increasing user engagement and
subscriptions, and decreasing bounce rates especially among those who may be overwhelmed by
a variety of program offerings on VOD platform.
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Limitations and Future Research
The findings reported in this research have certain limitations. Personalized
recommendations such as a recommender system based on personalization possibilities was
found to be more influential than more traditional recommendation source as ‘other consumers
or human experts (Senecal and Nantel 2004)’, suggesting that our labeling of recommendations
may have been lacking in testing effectiveness of the recommendation organization. Although
the results from Pretest 1 and Study 1 show that content-focused motivation has an impact on
increasing content engagement, most of them did not respond to the way programs were
organized. However, a contrast analysis revealed that those who were content-focused exhibited
a slightly larger choice set when browsing programs by recommendation. This finding offers a
direction for further investigation: what factors in product assortment organization influence
content-focused viewers more significantly?
Laer et al (2014) show that story receivers’ (e.g. viewer) familiarity with specific genre
increases engagement with contents, influencing receivers to choose the same story over and
over (e.g. watching the same genre or storyline repeatedly). This suggests that content-focused
viewers are more likely to have a preference for particular story types and genres and that they
are more likely to benefit from program assortments organized by their personal viewing history
preferences as well as by a recommendation category curated by an algorithmic system
(recommendation a program that is similar to viewers’ viewing preferences). Furthermore, a
recent investigation by Netflix show that 59% of users take a break after binge watching a series
and 61% of users watch a movie following a bingeing session (86 million worldwide users in
2016). This finding suggests that viewers who were focused on finishing a series (vs. grazing
over multiple programs) would benefit from program recommendation reflecting their own
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consumption history and program preferences. Thus, we propose to test two types of
recommendations (personal preference based vs. non-diagnostic based) and examine formation
of choice set, moderated by viewing motivation (content-focused and activity-focused).
Additionally, further investigation on bingeing behavior is another possible avenue of
research. Our work so far has not explicitly investigated the role ‘binge watching’ plays in
overall viewing consumption; but our work here does demonstrate the relationship between
particular viewing motivation (e.g. content-focused) and content engagement, an important
implication for binge watching behavior, suggesting an interesting avenue for a future research.
Binge watching has become a popular and accepted social norm; famous public figures have
proudly announced their binging behavior through various social outlets (i.e. radio interview for
Michelle Obama, the first lady of United States until 2016). And while binge watching has
become socially acceptable, research also shows that spending a significant amount of time binge
watching may also have negative impact on viewers emotionally (insomnia; Pillai et al. 2014),
cognitively (cognitive impairment; Hoang et al. 2016) and physically (doubled risk of premature
death; American Heart Association). Schweidel and Moe also show that more viewing leads to
increased bingeing, indicating an addiction tendency (2016). Considered together, we propose to
investigate the moderating role of bingeing variable on the effects of program assortment
organization (recommendation by personal preference vs. non-diagnostic), influencing formation
of the choice set and viewing consumption among viewers in VOD context.
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Appendix A: Viewing motivation items
Comprehensive List:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Activity - Focused
Pass Time
Because it gives me something to do to occupy my time
Because it passes the time away, particularly when I'm bored
When I have nothing better to do
Because it's a habit, just something to do
Just because it's there
Because I just like to watch
Companionship
Because it makes me feel less lonely
When there is no one else to talk to or be with
It gives me something to talk about with others.
So I won't have to be alone
Arousal / Excitement
Because it's thrilling
Because it's exciting
Because it peps me up
Relaxation
Because it relaxes me
Because it allows me to unwind
Because it's a pleasant rest
Information / Learning
So I can learn how to do things which I haven't done before
So I can learn about what can happen in life.
Watching helps me to become more aware of myself and others.
Escape / To Forget
So I can forget about school, work or other things
So I can get away from what I'm doing
So I can get away from the rest of the family or others
Entertainment
Because it's enjoyable
Because it amuses me
Because it entertains me
Social Interaction
So I can be with other members of the family or friends who are watching
because it's something to do when friends come over
So I can learn more about the world.
Because I deserve it after working hard.
Because I need a background noise.
Because it requires a minimal effort to relax.
Because it's fun.
Because it's stimulating.
Because I want to cry.
Because I want to laugh.
Because I want to feel happy.
Because I want to feel sad.
Because I want to feel angry.
Because I want to feel scared.
So I have something in common to do with others.
So it helps me to get tired for the bed time.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Content-Focused
Specific Program Content
When I want to watch my favorite programs
Because I like to watch certain shows
When there is something on that I want to see
Because I like sexual scenes of programs.
Because I like the informational programming.
Because I like the action programming.
Because I like the romantic programming.
Because I like the comedic programming.
Because I like time-pieces programming.
Because I like the adventure programming.
Because I like the crime programming.
Because I like the drama programming.
Because I like the fantasy programming.
Because I like the thriller programming.
Because I like the horror programming.
Because I like the romantic comedy programming.
Because I like the mystery programming.
Because I like to see particular actors and celebrities.
Information / Learning
Because I tend to get hyper-interested in particular topics covered by the program.
Because I like to derive useful information from the programs.
Because I like to collect information from the programs.
Because I want information from experts.
Because I like to get ideas for life, work, home improvement, etc.
Narration Transportation
Because I like to imagine myself as part of the story
Because I enjoy seeing costumes and scenery in the program
Because I could picture myself in the scene of the events in the program
Because I get mentally involved in the story of the program while watching it.
Because I want to learn how the story ends
Because I like getting involved in the storyline
Because I like to learn about the characters from the program
Because I like medical programming.
Because it's a less expensive form of an entertainment.
So I can catch up on my favorite show.
Because I like glamorous programming.
Because I like characters of programming.
Because I like topics of programming.
Because I like it when the story captures my attention.
Because I enjoy when getting lost in the storyline.
Because I want to know what happens next.
Because I like to keep up with new program releases or current events.
Because I like to keep up with popular programs.
Because I enjoy high quality programming.
Because I enjoy mindless programming.
Because I like reality programming.
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Items added from Pretest 1:
Items added from Pretest 1
Because it's a less expensive form of an entertainment.
So I can catch up on my favorite show.
Because I deserve it after working hard.
Because I need a background noise.
Because it requires a minimal effort to relax.
So it helps me to get tired for the bed time.
Because I like it when the story captures my attention.
Because I enjoy when getting lost in the storyline.
Because it's fun.
Because I like to keep up with new program releases or current events.
Because I like to keep up with popular programs.
Because I enjoy high quality programming.
Because I enjoy mindless programming.
Because I like reality programming.
Because it's stimulating.
Because I want to know what happens next.
Because I want to cry.
Because I want to laugh.
Because I want to feel happy.
Because I want to feel sad.
Because I want to feel angry.
Because I want to feel scared.
Because I like glamorous programming.
Because I like characters of programming.
Because I like topics of programming.
Because I like medical programming.
So I have something in common to do with others.
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Appendix B: Program Assortment Organization
Webpage for Study 2 (genre and recommendation)
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Website for Study 3 and Study 4 (genre and recommendation)
Genre: http://tinyurl.com/mef2fhq

Recommendation: http://tinyurl.com/mlcsalt
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